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Abstract. Flexible mirror imaging systems consisting of a perspective
camera viewing a scene reflected in a flexible mirror can provide direct
control over image field-of-view and resolution. However, calibration of
such systems is difficult due to the vast range of possible mirror shapes
and the flexible nature of the system. This paper proposes the funda-
mentals of a dynamic calibration approach for flexible mirror imaging
systems by examining the constrained case of single dimensional flexing.
The calibration process consists of an initial primary calibration stage
followed by in-service dynamic calibration. Dynamic calibration uses a
linear approximation to initialise a non-linear minimisation step, the re-
sult of which is the estimate of the mirror surface shape. The method is
easier to implement than existing calibration methods for flexible mirror
imagers, requiring only two images of a calibration grid for each dynamic
calibration update. Experimental results with both simulated and real
data are presented that demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed
approach.
1 Introduction and Background
Flexible mirror imaging systems, recently introduced in [1], are non-conventional
catadioptric cameras typically consisting of a perspective camera viewing a scene
reflected in a bendable mirror. The characteristics of the camera image can be
continuously and non-linearly altered by directly flexing the mirror. This enables
control over both the field-of-view of the image and the image resolution. By
suitable flexing of the mirror, certain portions of the scene being imaged can be
attributed more sensor resources than other portions, and the field-of-view can
be easily altered as required. Flexible mirror imagers may thus be beneficial in
active vision monitoring and security applications, where higher resolution could
be obtained in image areas containing objects of interest without sacrificing field-
of-view (as would normally be the case in pan-tilt-zoom camera systems).
The introduction of flexible mirror imaging systems naturally leads to the
requirement for methods for their calibration, so that tasks such as tracking in
surveillance can be accomplished. Calibration of flexible mirror imaging systems
is difficult firstly because the mirror deflection is generally unconstrained, and
secondly because the camera configuration, and thus calibration, alters each time
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that the mirror is flexed. The calibration is intrinsically linked to the estimation
of the flexible mirror surface itself, since knowledge of local mirror surface shape
allows surface normals and thus reflected rays to be determined for given inci-
dent rays. However, since the mirror shape can change, catadioptric calibration
methods that assume some prior knowledge of mirror shape, such as [2][3][4],
are not applicable, and rather methods that can estimate the mirror shape are
required. Much work has been presented in the literature on the recovery of
surface shape from images of a diffuse surface, using either structured light, or
epipolar geometry. The recovery of specularly reflective surface shape has re-
ceived relatively less attention from the vision community. This situation differs
from the diffuse case since ’features’ seen in the image are virtual features caused
by the reflection, which do not obey the epipolar constraint. Halstead et al. [5]
presented one of the first techniques for determining specular surface shape from
surface reflection in a single image. They used a bespoke conical calibration ob-
ject and concentric camera to determine corneal surface estimates. Savarese et
al. [6] describe a method for specular surface recovery from a single image of
a planar calibration target when at least two local orientations are available at
each target point. Several approaches to estimating mirror shape from motion
have also been presented. Swaminathan et al. [7] examine the dependence on
surface geometry of specularities in static scenes with constant velocity camera
motion, whilst Roth et al. [8] go further by estimating the specular surface geom-
etry from specular flow and using the result to improve surface estimation from
diffuse flow. Oren et al. [9] recover information on surface profile from specular
reflections whose paths overlap under constrained camera motions. However, all
of these methods assume a fixed mirror shape with relative mirror scene motion,
and so are not suitable for flexible imaging systems calibration.
Calibration methods for the general camera model such as [10] and [11] can
be used to determine reflected ray directions and thus calibrate any catadioptric
camera, but these methods are time consuming and when applied to a flexible
mirror imager would require repeating the entire calibration process each time
the mirror is flexed. Gonc¸alves and Arau´jo [12] also present a method for cali-
brating a catadioptric system consisting of a quadric mirror surface from a single
image of a calibration target. A completely non-parametric method for specular
surface estimation based on voxel carving was presented in [13], in which normal
vectors are accumulated for each scene voxel, and the voxels with the normals
in best agreement are considered to be on the specular surface. The method re-
quires images of the reflective surface from many different viewpoints to achieve
good results. All the above methods assume a fixed specular surface geometry.
If they were to be applied to calibrate a flexible imaging system, the system
would have to be completely recalibrated after each mirror flexion, which is not
practical in the envisaged system.
Kuthirummal and Nayar [1], who introduced the concept of flexible mirror
imaging with a nominally planar mirror surface, presented the only calibration
method specifically for such systems of which the authors are aware. Their cali-
bration is performed oﬄine by acquiring an image of the mirror boundary, and
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an accompanying mirror surface measurement, for each mirror deformation that
is likely to be imposed. They present results for a calibration with greater than
30, 000 image-estimate pairs. The one-to-one mapping between the mirror sur-
face shape and a descriptor of its outline is then stored in a look-up table, so
that once the mirror outline is visible in the image the calibration is available.
This paper focuses on the constrained case of a flexible mirror fixed along one
edge that allows flexing in the plane perpendicular to this fixed edge. In practice,
this system is easy to implement as it requires only a single point of deflection,
yet it allows variation in field-of-view and image resolution across one dimension
of the image. Such a setup has potential application in surveillance systems,
where variations in the horizontal field-of-view are important but a fixed vertical
field of view is typically adequate. The major contribution of this paper is the
introduction of a novel method of calibration for this type of constrained flexible
mirror imaging system. The principals of an alternative calibration method to
[1] are established, where the aim is to dynamically update the calibration rather
than attempt to completely recalibrate after each mirror deflection.
The proposed calibration method takes its inspiration from the field of mir-
ror design for catadioptric systems. Swaminathan et al. [14] developed a linear
method for determining the catadioptric mirror surface shape necessary to imple-
ment a desired scene to image map. The method uses constraints on the incident
and reflected ray directions to determine the parameters of a B-spline surface
model of the mirror. Similarly to [5], the surface is determined directly from the
set of surface normals. This method is adapted for the purpose of calibration in
this paper, so that in conjunction with scene information obtained by imaging
a calibration grid both before and after the mirror deflection, the new mirror
surface can be estimated and thus the calibration determined. In comparison to
the calibration method of [1], the proposed method has the significant advantage
of a much simpler calibration setup. It does not require a stereo rig for surface
shape estimation, nor is there a large and laborious data collection procedure
required. The proposed method is adaptive where [1] is exhaustive. The mirror
shapes that it can calibrate are not limited to the set of pre-calibrated deforma-
tions nor is there a requirement for the entire mirror boundary to be visible in
the image, although unlike [1] the presented method can not perform calibration
in real time.
Section 2 presents the camera model and the method for mirror shape es-
timation. In Section 3 the calibration process, consisting of an oﬄine primary
stage and a dynamic stage that operates to update the calibration as the mirror
flexes, are presented. Results for both simulated and real data demonstrating
the performance of the calibration method are detailed in Section 4. Finally,
directions for future work and conclusions are presented.
2 Camera Model
This paper deals with a constrained type of flexible mirror imaging system, in
which a perspective camera images a scene reflected in a thin, flexible, nominally
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planar mirror surface, as used in [1]. Furthermore, one edge of the flexible mirror
is assumed to be fixed in position and in first derivative relative to the perspective
camera, i.e. the mirror is clamped at one edge. It will be seen that this constraint
removes the ambiguity in the location of the mirror in the world coordinate
system. Flexing can occur in a direction perpendicular to the edge, and so the
mirror can be modelled by a 2D curve in the plane. For simplicity it is assumed
that the fixed edge of the mirror is vertical with respect to the perspective camera
viewing it, and is perpendicular to the camera’s principal axis.
Reflection of light rays from specular surfaces is governed by the law of reflec-
tion, which states that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.
Knowledge of the surface normal at any point on the surface allows the reflected
ray to be calculated for any incident ray. Referring to Fig. 1, reflected light rays
Fig. 1. Flexible mirror imaging system.
entering the perspective camera are termed viewing rays and are represented
by unit vectors Vl. The corresponding light rays that fall on the mirror from
the scene are called scene rays and are represented by unit vectors Vr. For any
given mirror surface shape, the flexible imager can be modelled by the general
camera model, which maps image pixels (u, v) to scene ray directions Vr via a
look up table. This model is non-parametric and so can effectively cope with the
non-linearity and non-centrality of the flexible mirror imager.
2.1 Mirror Shape Model
The mirror surface is modelled by a B-spline curve with quadratic basis functions
and an open uniform knot vector. The mirror spline model is
D(u) =
Kf∑
i=1
cifi(u) (1)
= CTF (u) , (2)
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where u is the horizontal image pixel coordinate, fi(u) are the spline basis func-
tions, and Kf is the number of basis functions. Kf = 5 in this paper. As in [14,
1], the complete mirror surface is described parametrically by the distances of
the mirror points from the perspective camera centre, given by the spline model,
as measured along the viewing rays Vl of the primary optics. The perspective
camera centre is assumed without loss of generality to be at the world coordinate
origin. The mirror surface, S(u), is therefore given by
S(u) = D(u)Vl(u) . (3)
Note that for the experiments with real data in Section 4.2, an additional B-
spline that is a function of the vertical image pixel coordinate, and that has a
single quadratic basis function, is incorporated into the mirror surface model.
This is used to remove the vertical curvature that would otherwise result from
Eqn. 3. The modification also accounts for any misalignment that exists in the
experimental setup between the fixed mirror edge and the perspective camera,
where the fixed mirror edge may not be perpendicular with respect to the camera
principal axis.
2.2 Mirror Shape Estimation
The mirror surface is estimated from a set of linear equations as in [14]. For
known Vls and Vrs, the surface normals, N(u), are given by
N(u) =
Vl(u)− Vr(u)
|Vl(u)− Vr(u)| . (4)
The tangents to the surface are given by the first derivative of the surface.
Enforcing orthogonality between normals and the tangents leads to the following
dS(u)
du
·N(u) = 0 . (5)
Combining Eqns. 3 and 5 gives
(D
∂Vl
∂u
+ Vl
dD
du
) ·N(u) = 0 . (6)
Expanding out with the B-spline basis functions and coefficients gives
dVl
du
·N(u)(CTF (u)) + Vl ·N(u)(CT dF (u)
du
) = 0 , (7)
which is conveniently rewritten as[(
dVl
du
·N(u)
)
F (u)T + (Vl ·N(u)) dF (u)
T
du
]
C = 0 . (8)
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From the pinhole model for the perspective camera Vl is given by
[u f ]T
|[u f ]| , where
f is the camera focal length, and thus
dVl
du
=
1
(u2 + f2)
3
2
[
f2
−uf
]
. (9)
Each image point and corresponding mirror surface normal allow an equation
of the form of Eqn. 8 to be formed. By stacking at least Kf such equations
into a matrix a homogeneous equation of the form Ax = 0 is obtained. This
can then be solved using the SVD with equilibration to determine the B-spline
coefficients. Note that A must contain at least one row for an image point in
each knot interval.
2.3 Mirror Edge Constraint
The above solution for the B-spline coefficients is up to scale. For complete
calibration it is necessary to remove the scale ambiguity. The fixed mirror edge
constraint imposed in Section 2 provides the required constraint and so must be
incorporated into the mirror shape estimation equations.
Assume that a solution for the mirror surface and scale is available for some
position and deflection of the mirror (see Section 3). In this case, for an image
pixel, ue, viewing the fixed edge of the mirror the spline value D(ue) is known.
This value is constant for all mirror deflections so that after a deflection of the
mirror the spline equation associated with ue is
D(ue) = F ′(ue)TC ′ , (10)
where the prime indicates new spline coefficients and basis functions. A least
squares solution for C ′ can thus be extracted in a subspace spanned by Kf − 1
basis vectors as
C ′ = CP + CB Φ , (11)
where CP is the particular solution, CB is a matrix of basis vectors, and Φ is
the new vector of unknowns. Finally, C ′ is incorporated into Eqn. 8, and after
some rearrangement the new equation to be solved that incorporates the edge
constraint is
GCB Φ = −GCP , (12)
where
G =
(
∂Vl
∂u
·N(u)
)
F ′(u)T + (Vl ·N(u)) dF
′(u)T
du
. (13)
A solution to Eqn. 12 can be determined using standard least squares techniques.
3 Calibration
The goal of calibration is to determine the mapping between viewing rays Vl
and scene rays Vr. This mapping is given by the mirror surface, so that calibra-
tion reduces to the estimation of the mirror surface. The calibration consists of
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two stages: (1) calibration of primary optics and determination of initial mirror
surface, and (2) dynamic updating of calibration after the mirror is flexed. The
primary calibration stage is only executed once, whereas the dynamic stage is
applied after each mirror flexion.
3.1 Primary Calibration
Primary calibration aims is to determine a complete calibration of the imager
for some initial mirror position and shape. It employs two basic calibration
techniques. Firstly the perspective camera is calibrated using a standard method
such as [15]. This information is used to both remove radial distortion from all
subsequent perspective camera images, and to enable the Vls, which remain fixed,
to be calculated as described in Section 2.2. The complete flexible mirror imager
is then calibrated as a general camera for the initial mirror shape and position
using general calibration [10], which gives the mapping between u and Vr for
that configuration. Although general calibration is a time consuming process, it
only needs to be carried out once. Interestingly, the primary calibration stage
could be performed in a single step, by calibration of the perspective camera,
if the initial mirror shape is known to be planar. Once the Vls and Vrs are
known, their intersection points on the mirror surface are estimated so that the
mirror position can be determined. The position estimate is found by selecting
the points that minimise the distance to Vl and Vr for each corresponding pair
of rays.
3.2 Dynamic Calibration
Any deflection of the mirror requires the calibration to be updated, which is
equivalent to estimating the updated mirror shape, S(u)′. In Section 2.2 it is
shown that knowledge of the scene and viewing rays is sufficient for reconstruct-
ing the mirror surface. The viewing rays V ′l for S(u)
′ can be directly determined
from the location of the features in the second image as in Section 2.2, but the
V ′r s are unknown. To determine them some information about the scene is re-
quired, and this is acquired by imaging a calibration grid, placed in the imager
field-of-view, both before and after mirror deflection. The pose of this grid is
estimated from the first image, which has already been calibrated (either in pri-
mary calibration stage or in the previous application of dynamic calibration). A
non-central pose estimation technique, such as [11], is necessary to estimate the
pose. The estimate of the calibration grid pose allows the 3-space locations of
the grid corner scene points, P (u), to be determined.
Referring to Fig. 1, it is clear that if the scene points P (u) are at infinity,
then V ′r is equal to Vr for the corresponding image points. This infinite scene
assumption allows us to approximate V ′r as Vr for distant scene points, and
enables a linear estimation of the mirror surface using Eqns. 3, 5 and 12. The
linearly estimated result, Sˆ(u)′, is used to initialise a non-linear minimisation to
determine the final mirror surface estimate, S(u)′. For the minimisation V ′r is
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represented as
V ′r (u) = P (u)− Sˆ(u)′ (14)
= P (u)− Dˆ(u)′Vl(u)′ (15)
so that the estimated surface normal, Nˆ(u), is
Nˆ(u) = Vl(u)′ − [P (u)− Dˆ(u)Vl(u)′] . (16)
Non-linear minimisation is then applied to minimise the following cost function
Γ (D(u)′) =
dSˆ(u)′
du
· Nˆ(u)|Nˆ(u)| (17)
This gives the solution, S(u)′, for which the viewing ray for the image of each
scene point P (u) maps to the scene ray passing through that point. Once the
calibration has been updated (S(u)′ determined), the mirror can be flexed again
and dynamic calibration reapplied using the Vrs estimated in the last iteration.
Note that although there is an inherent bias due to the infinity assumption,
it is found that for small mirror deflections the linear estimate is sufficient for
the convergence of the non-linear estimation. Large mirror deflections should be
carried out in stages, with dynamic calibration applied at each stage.
Fig. 2 a flow diagram outlining the proposed calibration process.
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Fig. 2. Proposed flexible mirror imaging calibration method.
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4 Experimental Results
Experiments were carried out using simulated data, to evaluate the effect on
performance of configuration variations, and using real data, so as to characterise
the overall performance of the calibration method.
4.1 Simulated Experiments
Experiments with simulated data were conducted for variations in image noise,
scene depth (distance between mirror and calibration grid) and mirror curvature.
The simulation results are presented in Fig. 3, where the datapoints in each plot
are the average of 100 random trials. Row 1 shows the error plots for increasing
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Fig. 3. Error in linear and final mirror surface estimates for varying parameters. The
simulated camera has focal length 26mm and image size 516× 656 pixels. The flexible
mirror is 420mm in length and is oriented at 67.5o to the camera. Unless otherwise
stated, the mirror deflection is 16.7mm, the scene depth is 1650mm and noise with 1
pixel standard deviation is added.
additive Gaussian image noise. Additive image noise has a greater impact on
the final surface estimate than on the linear estimate, since the error due to
the infinite scene assumption far outweighs the error introduced by the noise.
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The final surface estimate error is linearly proportional to the noise. The error
plots for increasing scene depth are shown in row 2. As expected, the error
decreases as the calibration grid moves further from the mirror, in line with the
infinite scene assumption. Note that for large scene depths (> 3000mm) the final
error becomes independent of the scene depth (infinity assumption is effective
approximation). The error plots for increasing mirror curvature, κ, are shown in
row 3. It can be seen that the error in the linear surface estimate increases with
increasing curvature due to increasing weakness of the infinite scene assumption.
The error in the final mirror surface estimate is larger than the maximum error
for either of the other two simulated experiments principally due to the poor
linear estimate.
4.2 Real Experiments
The calibration method was evaluated for a real flexible imaging system set
up as described in Section 2. A flexible plastic mirror1 was attached to a sheet
aluminium substrate in order to improve rigidity. Deflections were applied to the
back of the substrate using optical translation stages with 0.01mm resolution.
In the first set of experiments, high-accuracy comparative reference measure-
ments of the mirror surface were obtained using a 3D laser scanner 2. Fig. 4 shows
the estimated and reference mirror surface before and after a mirror deflection
of approximately 7.98mm. It can be seen that the primary calibration error is
of similar magnitude to the error for the final mirror surface estimate after flex-
ing, indicating that the accuracy of the dynamic calibration is very sensitive to
the primary calibration. The primary calibration error can be attributed to the
higher order components of the mirror surface, caused by mirror defects, that are
not modelled by Eq. 2. The distance from the mirror surface to the calibration
grid was approximately 280mm, and as a result the linear estimate of the flexed
mirror surface in Fig. 4 is relatively inaccurate, although the final estimate is
still good.
A second set of experiments were conducted with the same flexible mirror im-
ager configuration as above in order to separately asses the primary and dynamic
calibration stages. The overall accuracy of the primary calibration and the effect
of the surface estimation using B-splines were evaluated by comparing directly
measured scene rays with scene rays estimated from the model. Approximately
160 pixels with corresponding Vls were chosen uniformly from the image, and
the errors in the angles between the measured Vrs and the Vrs determined by
reflecting these Vls in the estimated mirror surface were measured. The mean
and standard deviation of these errors were 0.5552o and 0.3285o, respectively.
Note that all angular errors are measured in the horizontal plane (u direction),
in accordance with Eqn. 3.
After primary calibration, the mirror was deflected in three stages, with a
5mm deflection at each stage, and dynamic calibration was applied at each stage.
1 Plastic wing mirror replacement mirror from www.carpointeurope.com
2 The non-specular back surface of the mirror was scanned instead of its specular
surface, since a mirrored surface cannot be accurately measured by a laser scanner.
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Fig. 4. Mirror surface estimates for real data before and after flexing.
Assessment of the accuracy of each dynamic calibration was made by again com-
paring directly measured Vrs with Vrs estimated from the calibrated model. An
image of an active grid (spatio-temporally varying calibration patterns displayed
on a flat-screen monitor [16]) was captured by the imager. The grid was then
translated 100mm away from the mirror and imaged again. At each position,
the world pose of the active grid was determined by reflection in a planar mirror
[17]. Knowing the two poses of the active grid, and decoding the active grid
data, the Vrs for any image pixel can be determined. For 168 uniformly selected
points in the image, their associated directly determined Vrs were compared
to the Vrs estimated from the calibration data. The magnitudes of the angular
errors are shown in Fig. 5, where the maximum directly determined ray deflec-
tions for stages 1, 2 and 3 were 4.1366o, 8.4113o, and 12.9171o respectively. The
mean and standard deviation of the angular errors, and the estimated deflection
of the mirror determined from the calibration data, are shown in Table 1 for
each stage of deflection. The estimated deflection values show good agreement
with the actual deflections, with the maximum error being 7.76%. The repro-
jection errors at each stage for 160 corner points on a 252× 261mm chessboard
grid are also shown in Table 1. Note that the magnitude of the reprojection
error is dependent on the distance of the calibration grid from the mirror (scene
depth). Nevertheless, there is no apparent trend in any of the results in Table 1
to indicate that there is significant cumulative error in the dynamic calibration.
Finally, a distortion correction experiment was performed for the calibrated
camera. Exactly perspectively correcting an image of a non-planar scene taken
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Table 1.Measured and estimated mirror deflections, and u direction angular errors be-
tween estimated and directly determined Vrs, for each deflection stage (SD = standard
deviation).
Stage No Deflection magnitude (mm) Angular error (o) Reprojection error (mm)
Measured Estimate Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
1 5.0 4.7104 0.3578 (0.1751) 0.5122 (0.3027)
2 5.0 4.6121 0.1088 (0.0833) 0.4446 (0.2486)
3 5.0 4.7414 0.2318 (0.1477) 0.3992 (0.2582)
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Fig. 5. Angular errors in the calibrated Vrs across the image at each stage of deflection.
Quadrilateral on ground plane indicates mirror boundary in image. Fixed mirror edge
is rightmost side of quadrilateral.
by a flexible mirror imager is not possible in the general case since the image
is multi-perspective. However, by selecting a suitable synthetic plane a near-
perspective image can be formed. Fig. 6 shows a face image from the flexible
mirror imager both before and after such approximate perspective correction, in
which the non-linear distortion of the face is seen to have been removed.
5 Future Directions
The calibration method presented in this paper applies to a constrained flexible
mirror imager in which the mirror is deflected in only one dimension. Current
work is focussing on generalising the framework to allow the imager to be cali-
brated for unconstrained deflections. Further work will examine auto-calibration
for flexible mirror imagers, whereby existing scene points rather than calibration
grid points are used in the dynamic calibration stage. This is a difficult problem
as the unknown depth of scene points introduces a further degree of freedom
into the calibration task.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 6. a) Face image from flexible mirror imager after 12mm deflection; b) Near-
perspective face image with non-linear distortion removed using calibration data. Note
the large distortion at top right of the image that was not captured by the calibration
6 Conclusion
Flexible mirror imaging systems provide unique benefits over existing imagers
because they allow the field-of-view and the image resolution to vary within the
image. However, the only existing method for specifically calibrating such sys-
tems operates oﬄine by directly acquiring 3D mirror surface shape measurements
for a very large set of possible mirror deformations. This paper investigates the
fundamentals of a novel alternative method for the calibration of flexible imaging
systems that does not require a significant oﬄine stage. The proposed method
facilitates the dynamic update of the current calibration after each mirror deflec-
tion. The flexible mirror, fixed in position along one edge and flexed in a single
dimension, is modelled by a B-spline curve. A primary calibration stage deter-
mines the optical configuration for an initial mirror position. After the mirror
flexes, dynamic calibration, requiring only a single image of a planar grid in each
deflected mirror position, is applied to update the calibration. Simulated results
demonstrate the performance of the method under variations in image noise,
scene depth and mirror curvature, and validate the use of the linear estimate for
initialising the non-linear minimisation process. Experiments with a real flexi-
ble imaging system demonstrates good results when compared to ground truth
data. The presented principles of dynamic flexible mirror calibration and the pro-
posed calibration method are important steps towards complete unconstrained
calibration of flexible imaging systems.
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